Durulite® - STANDARD DUTCH TOP & DOOR HARDWARE LOCATIONS

NOTES: THE DIMENSIONS LISTED HERE APPLY ONLY TO STANDARD SIZE DOORS AND DUTCH TOPS. PLEASE VERIFY YOUR FINISHED OPENING SIZE WITH THE DIMENSIONS ON ORIGINAL ORDER PRIOR TO DRILLING. CALL FACTORY FOR ANY QUESTIONS AT 1-800-547-6856. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES. DIMENSION "A" IS FROM FINISH FLOOR LINE (FFL) UP TO BOTTOM OF DOOR V-CAM.

INSTRUCTIONS:

Step 1) Plumb and Square opening prior to installation per "Durulite Installation Instructions".

Step 2) If you are installing "No Rise" hardware you must make some adjustments to the dimensions at left. V-Cam dimensions will be replaced by the Pillow Block dimensions and the 8" dimension between the upper V-Cam on Door and lower Pillow Block on Dutch Panel will now be 9" (NO RISE ONLY).

Step 3) Measure and Mark Hole Locations on jamb. Keep Holes loacated so hardware will be centered in jamb.

Step 4) Refer to your "Durulite Installation Instructions" to determine Drill Bit Sizes for your application.

Step 5) Fasten Hardware as described in your "Durulite Installation Instructions".
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